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The following report outlines some of the major issues facing the Princeton area and WPRB’s 
programming responses to those issues during the specified quarter.

The following issues were observed and addressed by WPRB:

1. Local Arts & Entertainment
2. Community Events
3. Educational Programming

Many of these issues were addressed through the means of repeated public service and 
community notebook announcements.  Hence, exact details of time and date of broadcast are 
not always provided. However, such announcement air throughout the day approximately once 
every 2-3 hours.

1. In an effort to promote awareness of cultural events, the station aired programming 
educating and informing listeners of these topics. These programs included (but were 
not limited to) the following:

a. WPRB News & Culture, which hosts a weekly hour of news on the radio as well 
as doing longer specials on specific projects including the following episodes:

i. Little Kids Big Things in which the news team interviewed children and 
prominent childhood scholars such as Casey Lew-Williams, Princeton 
Professor in the psychology department

ii. Junk in which the team aimed to detail what actually makes things junk as 
well as interviews of people who live or deal in other people’s trash. 

b. The station aired “Community Notebook” live reads describing local 
performing/visual arts events of interest to listeners residing in the Princeton, 
Philadelphia, and surrounding listening areas.

2. WPRB promoted local arts and entertainment in the following ways:



a. Aired a holiday music marathon hosted by Jon Solomon, which included dozens 
of  original holiday tracks by local artists.

b. Aired RadioActivity hosted by Abbie from Mars who has taken time to interview 
avant-garde artist and academic Laurie Anderson who contributes much to the 
New Jersey music scene. 

c. Aired The Sonic Bloom, which hosted the following programming:
i. Aidan Donnelly and Devin Mastrich, a jazz duo from Lambertville NJ who 

are dedicating sales from their latest EP towards funding the Christopher 
Fund (which in turns supports causes such as Animal Rights, social 
justice, racial/gender/income equality and universal literacy)

ii. Members of the Huntertones, a Brooklyn Based band.
iii. Aired Classical Discoveries with Marvin Rosen, who has dedicated his 24 

hour marathon to contemporary female composers with a focus on 
underrepresented groups on the traditional music scene. Specifically, 
Rosen dedicated a 3 hour slot to Black Composers in observance of 
Kwanzaa.
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